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An accessible and practical introduction to Tarot divination

Drawing on his wealth of knowledge as an extraordinary Tarot diviner, John Gilbert 
expertly provides a clear and comprehensive outline of how to understand and read 
the cards accurately. Beginning with an introduction on how Tarot cards work, their 
symbology and divinatory meanings, Gilbert provides the perfect starting point for 
anyone looking to understand the fascinating depths of Tarot and glean a deeper 
understanding of its world. The book also guides the reader through a selection of 
different Tarot spreads, a discussion of Tarot and astrology, as well as key tips on 
developing divinatory intuition.

“I am wary of endlessly similar books on Tarot. Not so with this book by John Gilbert. 
He builds a steady flow of practical teaching, expanding and developing in harmonious 
stages. I am confident that anyone following his clear instructions and insights will 
come to understand Tarot and develop as a good reader. As an author with over forty 
years of Tarot experience, I found new insights and inspirations set like jewels within 
the teachings.” 

R. J. Stewart, creator and designer of The Merlin Tarot & The Dreampower Tarot

“Incisively practical, this book is focused squarely on lifting off the ground beginners at 
Tarot, but those already airborne will discover a cockpit bristling with original devices 
for elevating their skills towards a professional level, addressing ethics and etiquette 
as well as technique. A ponderous exploration of Tarot symbolism is certainly not this 
book’s style, but the tips, tricks, and conceptual frameworks and tools that Gilbert so 
generously shares are unlikely to disappoint anyone wanting to boost the quality and 
efficacy of their Tarot readings.”

Duncan Barford, Occult Experiments in the Home

John Gilbert was a teacher of alternative spirituality active in the late twentieth and 
early twenty-first century. He was born in 1938 in Dakota into a Christian household, 
but his personal spiritual vision called him in other directions. Gilbert was an 
extraordinarily capable Tarot diviner, as well as teacher of Tarot, eventually founding 
the Tarot Institute. He was also the presiding bishop of the Universal Gnostic Church 
and the House of Independent Bishops, and the head of the Magickal Order of the 
Golden Dawn, the Order of Spiritual Alchemy, and the Modern Order of Essenes. 
Gilbert played a very active role in the Ancient Order of Druids in America. He died 
in 2021 in Wyoming, where he had moved with his wife Charlene, to be close to his 
children.
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INTRODUCTION

I met John Gilbert for the first time at a tarot conference in Portland, 
Oregon over Labor Day weekend in 2001. The Pacific Northwest has a 
reputation for gray skies and heavy rains, but that weekend did its best 
to convince us all otherwise: the sun shone, the skies were luminous 
blue, and the hills around the hotel where we were meeting were vivid 
with evergreens. It was a propitious time for one of the most important 
encounters in my spiritual life.

John and I had been exchanging emails by then for most of a year, 
partly about the tarot, partly about other mutual interests, of which we 
had plenty. I’d seen photos of him by then, but when we met in person 
I was bowled over by the intensity of the man. Tall and genial, he car-
ried his sixty-three years lightly and radiated a sense of calm acceptance 
of whatever the universe could throw at him. Fifteen minutes after our 
first meeting we were chatting like old friends.

We only met in person two times after that, both of them at week-
end events, but for more than a decade we kept the internet and the 
phone lines humming with emails and calls. Most of those focused on 
subjects unrelated to the tarot. Our great project was the revival of the 
Ancient Order of Druids in America (AODA), of which John was one 
of the last living initiates, but I also studied and received initiation and 
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consecration into the other esoteric traditions he had received from 
his teachers—the Universal Gnostic Church, the Order of Spiritual 
Alchemy, the Magickal Order of the Golden Dawn, and the Modern 
Order of Essenes. Over the course of our friendship, I got to know a fair 
amount about the man.

John Gilbert was born in 1938 in Pierre, South Dakota, and moved 
to Colorado with his family in his teens. He was an Eagle Scout and an 
honor student, as well as an enthusiastic athlete, setting state records in 
track and field. As soon as he graduated from high school he left home 
and joined the Coast Guard, then used his GI Bill benefits to attend col-
lege and take up a career as a high school teacher. While in college, he 
married his first wife, Judith.

It was at some point in the 1960s—John never mentioned the date 
to me—that he met his occult teacher, Rev. Matthew Shaw. Shaw was 
a minister of the Universalist Church who left that denomination in 
1952, as it moved toward a merger with the Unitarians. With two other 
former Universalist clergymen, Shaw founded a new denomination, 
the Universal Gnostic Church and embarked on a pilgrimage across 
the landscape of American alternative spirituality. By the time John 
met him, Shaw went by the name Rhodonn Starrus—“Rose Cross” in 
Greek—and had joined forces with another remarkable figure of the 
time, Dr. Juliet Ashley, a student of Carl Jung and Edgar Cayce. In the 
course of his training with Shaw and Ashley, John was introduced to 
the tarot cards.

The rest, as they say, was history.
John was an extraordinarily capable tarot diviner, and he also drew 

on his experience as a high school teacher to become an even more 
extraordinary teacher of tarot. He loved to give workshops in which a 
roomful of complete beginners would pick up a tarot deck for the first 
time and be able to read the cards accurately and easily in a single day. 
Where most tarot readers and teachers focus on multiple-card readings, 
John always encouraged students to get as much as they could out of a 
single card. He used to do single-card readings at tarot and metaphysi-
cal events that astounded people for their clarity and accuracy.

Over the years that followed, John was involved in various organiza-
tions in the alternative spirituality scene, including several focused on 
the tarot. His abilities as an organizer and manager were not always 
up to the same high level as his talents as a teacher and diviner, how-
ever, and he fell afoul more than once of the bitter internal politics that 
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so often plague small groups. It was after one such debacle that he 
founded a small organization of his own, the Tarot Institute, and set out 
to transform his most successful workshops into weekly lessons that 
could be sent to subscribers over the internet. Most of those lessons are 
collected in this book; the remaining lessons, which deal with issues of 
spirituality and philosophy rather than tarot divination, are included in 
another volume, The Tree of Spirit.

The first chapter of this book has been assembled from introductory 
essays on the Tarot Institute website. Each of the remaining chapters 
was a separate course offered by the Tarot Institute, and each of the les-
sons was meant to be studied for a week, so there is a certain amount of 
unavoidable overlap from course to course. I have done only minimal 
editing, so that John’s voice can come through the lessons as clearly 
as possible.

The Tarot Institute was one of John’s later projects, and it found only 
a modest audience. Toward the end of his life, frustrated by a series 
of similar disappointments, he withdrew from teaching, and finally 
he and his second wife Charlene moved to Laramie, Wyoming so he 
could be close to his children in his last years. He died there early in 
2021. I am honored to be able to help get his writings into print so that 
those who didn’t have the chance to meet John Gilbert can still have the 
opportunity to learn from him.

— John Michael Greer
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CHAPTER 1

First steps in tarot

How tarot cards work

Our subconscious mind thinks in symbols. It’s in communication with 
the Spiritual Universe along with everybody else’s subconscious mind. 
Our conscious mind thinks in words. It’s in tune with the physical 
world along with most other people on this planet. Tarot cards are com-
posed of a group of symbols which we define in words. Therefore, tarot 
cards can be a tool to help our subconscious mind communicate with 
our conscious mind. Since our subconscious mind is in communication 
with every other subconscious mind, we can actually use tarot cards to 
help other people learn about themselves.

At least that’s one theory about how tarot cards work. It’s the theory 
I accept because it proves itself to me over and over every day of my 
life. I can’t ever remember when the cards lied to me about anything. 
I’ve done my share of misinterpreting the cards, but that’s my problem. 
But as far as I know, the cards have always been honest and forthright 
with me about everything.

My suggestion is to accept the theory being proposed and give it a 
try. If it works for you, keep on believing and reading. If it doesn’t work 
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for you, try something else, some other theory. My guess is it’ll work 
just fine for you but sometimes guesses can be wrong.

What tarot symbols mean

Has it ever bothered you that several authors, all looking at the same 
symbols in the same cards, give several different meanings for those sym-
bols? That used to bother me. In fact, I used to agree with some authors 
and think the other authors were all wrong. I even remember correcting 
tarot readers for misinterpreting a card or telling them what a particular 
card really meant. In this way I announced my own ignorance. I’m sure 
the readers weren’t all that happy about doing a reading for me.

The truth is all those authors were correct. Those symbols mean exactly 
what they say the symbols mean—at least to them. When they’re read-
ing the symbols their meaning is the one that counts. When I’m reading 
the symbols, my meaning is the one that counts. When you’re reading 
the symbols, your meaning is the one that counts. Each of us interprets 
different symbols in different ways because of who we are, what we 
know, what we think we know, and what we’ve experienced in our life.

Today when somebody does a reading for me, I listen to what they 
say about the cards. I listen to the meanings they attach to the symbols. 
I don’t judge them or any meanings they assign to any symbols. I listen 
and strive to understand. I can’t begin to tell you how much more I get 
out of a tarot reading today. I’m sure the readers appreciate not being 
told “the right way to do it.”

The meanings of the tarot cards

Tarot cards mean to us exactly what they mean, no more and no less. 
When you look at a card and get a feeling about what a certain symbol 
means, my suggestion is to write it down and remember that. Keep a 
book of notes about the cards, one page for each card. Review these 
notes on a regular basis until both your conscious and subconscious 
mind know and understand what each card means to you, what each 
symbol on each card means to you. That’s my suggestion.

Good tarot readers are good because they know what each card 
means and they know what the major symbols in each card mean. Their 
subconscious mind chooses the right card at the right time to communi-
cate precisely what needs to be communicated then. Their subconscious 
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mind will draw their eyes to the correct symbol within each card to 
communicate the message that needs to be received now.

Every tarot author has his or her own opinions about what each card 
means. You can use these meanings if you want to use them. You can 
use another author’s opinion for any deck you choose to use. You can 
also make up your own meanings.

One way to decide what each tarot card means is to keep a note-
book and write down every meaning given by every author in every 
tarot book you read. Another way to decide is to write down only those 
meanings you like for each card. You can also select meanings that 
are easy to remember when you look at the card. The secret is that the 
tarot cards mean exactly what you decide they mean. Of course, you 
can always memorize the meanings given by the author of your choice. 
That may sound like the easy way out, but in my experience it’s a more 
difficult task—unless the key words are printed on the cards.

You’ll either make this decision consciously or unconsciously. If you 
make a conscious decision, you’ll better understand the process and 
probably become a talented tarot reader. If you do it unconsciously, 
you’ll always be in the dark wondering if you’re doing it right or not.

Here’s the process I suggest:

1. Keep a tarot notebook with one page dedicated to each card
2. Write down all the meanings you select for each card
3. Choose one meaning, one key word or phrase for each card
4. Read this meaning over and over so your subconscious mind 

knows too
5. Make up a “cheat sheet” and do practice readings
6. When you know the meanings for most of the cards most of the time 

join a free tarot reading group and start doing readings
7. When you know and understand your cards, start reading for money
8. Change the meaning you use for any card any time
9. Just be certain your subconscious mind knows about the change too

The meanings of the tarot cards are exactly those meanings you and 
your subconscious mind agree upon. You make the decision and tell 
your subconscious mind this is the definition for this card. Once you’ve 
done this, the responsibility for choosing the correct card for any read-
ing is up to your subconscious mind. Since your subconscious mind is 
infallible, it’ll always choose the right card. Then it’s your responsibility 
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to remember what that card means and interpret it in the reading. That’s 
what the meaning of the tarot cards is all about.

Clearing your tarot cards

It is important to clear negative energy from your tarot decks before you 
use them, and there are several ways of doing this. These same tech-
niques can be used for removing negative energy from crystals, amu-
lets, talismans, bracelets, brooches, necklaces, magical tools, ceremonial 
weapons, and other personal or spiritual articles. The instructions given 
will usually work with one application of the technique.

The first method I  want to discuss here is elemental clearing or 
cleansing. This is accomplished using symbols chosen to represent the 
elements of Earth, Water, Fire, and Air. The usual symbols are given in 
this chapter but readers are encouraged to use any similar materials in 
their own clearing rituals. Clearing with Spirit is called Consecration 
and will be covered later in this chapter. Clearing with Elemental Weap-
ons is also a form of Consecration.

As a rule, you’ll find it easier to clear and cleanse your deck of 
unwanted negative energies by fanning the deck open and doing the 
whole deck at once when using Water, Fire, and Air Elemental Cleans-
ing techniques. If extreme cleansing is needed, the cards can be cleared 
one at a time. As a rule only one form of Elemental Clearing is used. 
However, readers are encouraged to be creative and use as many ele-
ments as desired.

When the allotted period of time expires, check your tarot deck to see 
if it still exudes any negative energy. If it does, or if in doubt about the 
outcome, repeat the process as many times as required to clear the deck 
of all negative energy. When you’re done with the cleansing, dispose of 
the materials used for the cleansing.

Earth Elemental Clearing

1. Bury your protected deck in sand, salt, or dirt for twenty-four hours.
2. Fan your deck open on a tablecloth and sprinkle it with salt and/or 

sand, and leave it for one to two minutes.
3. Fan your deck as above but instead of salt and/or sand, use any 

combination of any of the following herbs: basil, lavender, rosemary, 
sage, thyme, the crushed dried leaves of any plant or tree, or the 
crushed dried flowers of any plant.
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4. Rub your deck for a minute or two with any of these materials.
5. Place your deck under your pillow or mattress and sleep on 

it overnight.

Water Elemental Clearing

1. Sprinkle your cards lightly with water. Wipe immediately.
2. Sprinkle your cards with salt water (1 tablespoon salt to 1 cup water). 

Wipe immediately.
3. Sprinkle your cards with consecrated water. Wipe immediately.
4. Sprinkle your cards with any herbal tea or plant infusion. 

Wipe immediately.
5. Expose your deck to moonlight in a protected area for half the night.

Fire Elemental Clearing

1. Pass your deck quickly through a candle flame. Don’t burn yourself.
2. Place your deck on a table with a candle holder and lighted candle on 

it for five minutes.
3. Place your deck on a table with a candle and aromatic oil diffuser for 

five minutes.
4. Expose your deck to sunlight in a protected area for half a day.

Air Elemental Clearing

1. Pass your deck five to seven times over burning incense.
2. Smudge your deck with sage or any similar smudge.
3. Take a deep breath and breathe deeply and slowly into your deck 

three times.
4. Place your deck on a cassette or video player playing good music for 

one hour.

Cleansing by consecration

Consecration is an intention to make a person, place, or thing holy. 
By making it holy all negativity is completely and instantly removed 
from the person, place, or thing. Intention is the most important ingre-
dient in any consecration. If you intend to bless, clear, cleanse, and con-
secrate a person, place, or thing, and your intention is sincere, then the 
consecration occurs just as you intend it.
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Consecration is usually done in a reverent manner, preceded by 
prayers of invocation, thanksgiving, and petition. Invocation is a 
prayer asking Deity, by whatever name you wish to use, to assist in the 
intended ceremony. Thanksgiving is a prayer thanking Deity for one’s 
life, blessings, gifts, health, family, friends, and happiness. Petition is 
a prayer asking for something. Be careful, prayers of petition are not 
begging for fame and fortune. They’re prayers asking for forgiveness, 
assistance, knowledge, and blessing.

To consecrate a tarot deck, first decide what purpose the deck is to 
serve. Divination, meditation, visualization, and spiritual advancement 
are typical purposes for a tarot deck. Prepare yourself and your spiritual 
altar for the ceremony. Invoke the Deity of your choice and inform this 
Deity of your intention in regards to the tarot deck. Ask Deity to assist 
you in performing the ceremony and accomplishing your intention.

The next step is to recite whatever prayers of petition and thanksgiv-
ing you want to use. Following these prayers is the consecration cere-
mony. This can be as simple as: “In the name of (name of Deity) I hereby 
bless, clear, cleanse, charge, and consecrate you to be (blank) for the 
purpose of (blank).” Fill in the blanks according to your intention and 
purpose for this deck.

Cleansing with Elemental Weapons

Elemental Weapons are special implements consecrated to be the rep-
resentative for a particular element. There are some usual correspon-
dences, but readers are encouraged to make and consecrate their own 
Elemental Weapons of their choice. The usual correspondences are:

 Air – Sword or Dagger
 Water – Cup or Chalice
 Fire – Wand or Spear
 Earth – Pentacle or Disk

Cleansing with an Elemental Weapon is usually done in a formal rit-
ual but this is not required. Any formal ritual may be used including 
Wiccan, Christian, Buddhist, Golden Dawn, Masonic, or Rosicrucian 
ritual. Any informal ritual may also be used. The form used is entirely 
up to the reader and may include Invocation of Deity, Prayer of Thanks-
giving, Prayers of Cleansing and Consecration, and closing prayers. 
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The ritual may include representatives of any of the elements such as 
salt or sand, incense, candles, and a chalice filled with water, wine, or 
juice. During the ceremony the deck is normally touched by one or 
more of the Elemental Weapons accompanied with words of blessing, 
clearing, cleansing, charging, and consecration.

Other cleansing methods

Using a spiritual space: Placing your deck on your spiritual altar for a 
day or two can achieve the same purpose. This may sound strange, but 
readers who use this approach say it helps to inform your altar of the 
purpose for placing the deck there. By simply saying: “I’m placing this 
tarot deck in this holy space for the purpose of removing all negativity 
from it,” the process seems to work better.

My personal feeling about this is that holy space is closely aligned 
with Deity. Whatever you say to Deity or this holy space will be heard 
by the elementals, nature spirits, and angels assigned to that space. 
Since these beings all want to work with humanity, it’s just natural for 
them to clear and cleanse any object you place on your altar. By stat-
ing your purpose in doing so you remove all ambiguity and give the 
elementals, nature spirits, and angels some guidance according to your 
desires. Ask and it shall be given unto you.

If you regularly clear and cleanse yourself from all negativity or place 
a sphere of protection around yourself, you’re a walking spiritual space 
yourself. You can keep your tarot deck in your aura for a period of time 
in order to cleanse and clear it of all negativity. You can accomplish the 
same goal by placing a personal amulet on top of the deck. A personal 
amulet is a pocket object or totem you carry with you for some purpose 
such as protection.

You can create a spiritual space anywhere you want by consecrating 
that space. You could use a drawer, a table or furniture top, a room or 
a space outside in the yard or garden. Consecrate this space and place 
your deck there for a day. Again, it helps to let this space know the 
purpose of leaving the deck there. I also like to announce for how long 
the deck or object will remain in this place. Usually it’s one day but, if 
the object is really negatively charged, I’ll leave it there for a week or 
even longer.

Using a spiritual object: You can rest your deck on a table or in a drawer 
with any spiritual object of your choice. If you don’t already have a few 
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spiritual objects on your altar, you can consecrate one and use it with 
your tarot deck. Telling your spiritual object the purpose for leaving it 
with your tarot deck really seems to speed up the process.

I usually have one or more amulets of protection, love, and peace 
available for this purpose. I also use spiritual objects from my spiritual 
altar from time to time. It doesn’t matter what the object is. What mat-
ters is the purpose for which that object was consecrated. For example, 
an abundance wand may not be the best object to use for removing 
negative energies. Objects used for blessing, protection, clearing, cleans-
ing, and consecration generally work the best in my opinion.

In closing …

As with most things spiritual, your intention is the most important part 
of the ritual or ceremony. Be very clear about your intention in regards 
to any objects you wish to clear and cleanse. Voice these intentions out 
loud so all your spirit guides, angels, nature spirits, and elementals 
know your intentions regarding the object to be cleared. Expect good 
things to happen and they will.
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Fire, 53–54, 55, 83. See also Dynamic 
Elemental Spreads

Fire Elemental clearing, 5. See also tarot
five elements, 45
Five of Cups, 64, 78. See also one-card 

tarot readings
Five of Pentacles, 78, 84
Five of Swords, 27, 78
Five of Wands, 22–23, 78, 140
five suits, 82–83
Fool, The, 30, 32–33, 36–37, 44
Four of Cups, 44, 57, 84. See also  

one-card tarot readings
Four of Pentacles, 21–22
Four of Swords, 26, 57
Four of Wands, 22, 36–37, 64, 105

Gilbert, J., vii
God consciousness, 18
Golden Dawn, Hermetic Order of the, 

103

happiness of illumination, 17
hearing intuitive voice, 111–112
Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, 

103
Hierophant, The, 34, 64, 71, 101, 

139. See also one-card tarot 
readings

higher senses, 122. See also intuition
High Priestess, 11, 58
“how” questions, 35, 63–66. See also 

Dynamic Elemental Spreads; 
one-card tarot readings

Fool, The, 36–37
Four of Wands, 36–37
inverted Hanged Man, 36
inverted Moon, 35
Magician, The, 37
rephrasing question, 36
Wheel of Fortune, 36
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imagination, 121. See also intuition
imaginative mind, 115, 117, 121. See also 

intuition
imagining the possibilities, 11–12
intuition, 12, 111

active mind, 114, 115
body mind, 112, 116
contraction-relaxation exercise, 

112–113
deep breathing, 113–114
experiences during developing, 

116–118
hearing intuitive voice, 111–112
higher senses, 122
ignoring body mind, 112–114
ignoring rational mind, 115–116, 

117
imagination, 121
imaginative mind, 115, 117, 121
intuition vs. imagination, 121
intuitive insights, 120
intuitive mind, 119–120
from intuitive mind into 

conscience, 122–123 
intuitive people, 111
Mouth of the Divine, 122, 123
rational mind, 115, 117, 118
subconscious mind, 114, 116–117
“voices” of different minds, 119
“Word of the Divine”, 122

intuitive mind into conscience, 122–123
Inverted. See also dignit(ies); one-card 

tarot readings
Ace of Cups, 65
Ace of Swords, 71
Devil, 68, 71
Dignities, 109
Hanged Man, 36
High Priestess, 68
Key XVI, 69
King of Wands, 65
Knight of Cups, 65
Moon, 35, 70
Nine of Swords, 71
Page of Cups, 65

Page of Pentacles, 32
Page of Wands, 65
Seven of Cups, 70
Seven of Pentacles, 38
Six of Cups, 68–69
Six of Pentacles, 65
Six of Wands, 70
Strength, 39–40, 59, 68
Three of Pentacles, 65
Two of Cups, 70

invocation, 6. See also tarot

Judgement card, 24, 66, 139. See also 
one-card tarot readings

Justice card, 141

Key. See also tarot readings
-I, 9–11
V, 64, 79
VII, 80
VIII, 64
IX, 13–15
X, 13–15, 65
XI, 13–15
XII, 15–16, 60
XIII, 15–16
XIV, 15–16, 79
XV, 16–18
XVI, 16–17, 80
XVII, 17
XVIII, 17
XIX, 17, 65
XX, 17–18, 66
XXI, 18
Zero, 18

Kings, 15–16. See also tarot readings
of Cups, 106 
of Pentacles, 84 

Knights, 15–16. See also one-card tarot 
readings; tarot readings

of Cups, 58 
of Swords, 47, 84 

listening to conscience, 12
Lovers, The, 83
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Magician, The, 37, 39, 57, 139. See also 
one-card tarot readings

Major Arcana, 101, 108, 140
making decisions for others, 39–40. See 

also one-card tarot readings
meanings to cards, assigning, 10
mind. See also intuition

active, 114, 115
body, 112–114, 116
card, 104
ignoring rational, 115–116, 117
imaginative, 115, 117, 121
intuitive, 122–123
“voices” of different, 119

Mind-Body-Spirit spread, 46. See also 
one-card tarot readings

Money-Body-Career spread, 46. See also 
one-card tarot readings

Mouth of the Divine, 122, 123. See also 
intuition

multiple-card readings, 30. See also  
one-card tarot readings

neutral cards, 101
nines, 13–15. See also one-card tarot 

readings
Nine of Cups, 99
Nine of Swords, 132
Nine of Wands, 22

Numerological Dignity, 93, 97–98,  
100–101. See also dignit(ies)

numerology, 41, 73. See also one-card 
tarot readings

approaches to, 82–84
assigning elements, 75–76
eight, 81
five, 78–79
five suits, 82–83
four, 78
nine, 81–82
numbers and meanings, 73–75
numerological assignment for court 

cards, 84
one, 76, 77
seven, 79–80

six, 79
three, 77
two, 76–77
zero, 83

obstacles, 52. See also one-card tarot 
readings

odd and even numbers, 41. See also 
one-card tarot readings

one-card Spreads, 59–61. See also 
Dynamic Elemental Spreads

one-card tarot readings, 21, 46–49
elemental readings, 45–52
“how” questions, 35–37
obstacles, 52
outcome card, 52
“what” question, 21–23, 50, 51
“when” questions, 25–27, 50, 51
“where” questions, 29–32
“which” questions, 32–34, 51
“who” question, 23–25
yes/no questions, 38–45

outcome card, 52. See also one-card 
tarot readings

Page, 13–15, 58. See also one-card  
tarot readings;  
tarot readings

of Cups, 22, 24 
of Swords, 45 
of Wands, 84 

Pear of Tears, Queen, 60
Pentacles. See also one-card tarot 

readings
Eight of, 23
Five of, 78, 84
Four of, 21–22
Queen of, 65
Seven of, 28–29, 32
Two of, 66

personal code of ethics, 41–43
petition, 6. See also tarot
planets and court cards, 104
prejudices and reading, 31. See also 

one-card tarot readings
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Priestess, High, 11, 58
“Prudence”, 15

Queen, 15–16, 101. See also tarot 
readings

of Cups, 70, 84 
Pear of Tears, 60
of Pentacles, 65 
of Swords, 42 
of Wands, 24 

questions, either/or, 70–71. See also 
Dynamic Elemental Spreads

rational mind, 115–116, 117, 118.  
See also intuition

Reversed Knight Two Headed  
Serpent, 59

Reversed Wands, 62, 140–141
Rhodonn Starrus. See Shaw, M.
Root Number, 97
Royal Dignity, 93. See also dignit(ies)

second harmonic, 83
self-realization, 17
senses, higher, 122. See also intuition
Sequential Dignity, 93. See also 

dignit(ies)
Serpent, Eight of Two Headed, 59
Seven, 12–13. See also one-card tarot 

readings
of Cups, 27, 61 
of Pentacles, 28–29, 32 
of Two Headed Serpent, 60 

seven-day tarot spread, 137
process, 137–138
time for, 137
variation, 139
week in progress, 139–141

Shaw, M., vii
sixes, 12–13. See also one-card tarot 

readings
Six of Coins, 106
Six of Cups, 94
Six of Swords, 22, 24

skill of being receptive, 12–13
soul consciousness, 17

Spirit, 54, 55, 57, 83. See also Dynamic 
Elemental Spreads

Spirit-Mind-Emotions-Intuition-Body 
spread, 95

spread, three-card temporal, 51–52. See 
also one-card tarot readings

Starlight of Dark Illumination, 17
Star of Hope, 17
Strength card, 59, 64
subconscious mind, 1, 3, 114, 116–117. 

See also intuition; tarot
suits, five, 82–83
Sun, The, 65
Swords. See also one-card tarot readings

Eight of, 29
Five of, 27, 78
Four of, 26, 57
Nine of, 132
Queen of, 42
Three of, 58, 84
Two of, 41

tarot, 1
Air Elemental clearing, 5
cleansing by consecration, 5–6
cleansing methods, 7–8
cleansing with Elemental Weapons, 

6–7
clearing tarot cards, 4
consecration, 4, 5–6
Earth Elemental clearing, 4–5
Fire Elemental clearing, 5
invocation, 6
meanings of tarot cards, 2–4
petition, 6
subconscious mind, 1, 3
tarot cards working method, 1–2
tarot symbols, 2
thanksgiving, 6
Water Elemental clearing, 5

Tarot Institute, ix
tarot, learning, 125

example, 130–131
intuitive mind, 134
one-card tarot reading, 129
outcome card, 130
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Past-Present-Future tarot spread, 
130

problems in, 131
second-guessing, 128–129
system for reading tarot cards, 

127–128
traps, 134–135
working method, 126

tarot readings, 9, 18–19
abstract skill, 13–14
aces and Key I, 9–11
assigning meanings to cards, 10
awakening, 17
bondage, 16
changing behavior, 15
changing our thinking, 15
cosmic consciousness, 18
deception, 17
discrimination in alchemy, 12
happiness of illumination, 17
High Priestess, 11
imagining the possibilities, 11–12
intuition, 12
Key XVI, 16–17
Key XVII, 17
Key XVIII, 17
Key XIX, 17
Key XX, 17–18
Key XXI, 18
Key Zero, 18
Keys XV through XXI and Key 

Zero, 16–18
listening to conscience, 12
nines, tens, Pages, and Keys, 13–15
self-realization, 17
sixes, sevens, and eights from tarot 

deck, 12–13
skill of being receptive, 12–13
soul consciousness, 17
Starlight of Dark Illumination, 17
Star of Hope, 17
threes from deck, 11–12
Verification/Prudence, 15
XII, XIII, XIV and the Knights, 

Queens, and Kings, 15–16
Temple Amulet, 98

temporal spreads, 49–50. See also one-
card tarot readings

tens, 13–15. See also one-card tarot 
readings

Ten of Pentacles, 71
Ten of Swords, 27, 94
Ten of Wands, 139

thanksgiving, 6. See also tarot
thinking, changing, 15
three-card temporal spread, 51–52.  

See also one-card tarot 
readings

threes, 11–12. See also one-card tarot 
readings; tarot readings

Three of Cups, 39, 106 
Three of Swords, 58, 84
Three of Wands, 140

Tower, The, 69
trump card, 51. See also one-card tarot 

readings
Trump Dignities, 108–109. See also 

dignit(ies)
turning point spreads, 50–51. See also 

one-card tarot readings
twelve signs of zodiac, 85–86
Two. See also one-card tarot readings

of Cups, 46, 65
of Pentacles, 66
of Swords, 41
of Wands, 84

“Verification”, 15
voice

hearing intuitive, 111–112
of different minds, 119

Wands. See also one-card tarot  
readings

Five of, 22–23, 78, 140
Four of, 22, 36–37, 64, 105
Nine of, 22
Queen of, 24
Three of, 140
Two of, 84

Water, 54, 55, 83. See also Dynamic 
Elemental Spreads
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Elemental clearing, 5
Weapons, Elemental, 6–7. See also tarot
“what” question, 21, 50, 51, 66–68. 

See also Dynamic Elemental 
Spreads; one-card tarot 
readings

Ace of Wands, 22
Five of Wands, 22–23
Four of Pentacles, 21–22
Four of Wands, 22
Nine of Wands, 22
Page of Cups, 22
Six of Swords, 22

Wheel, 106. See also one-card tarot 
readings

of Fortune, 36, 65 
“when” questions, 25, 50, 51, 61–63. 

See also Dynamic Elemental 
Spreads; one-card tarot 
readings

Five of Swords, 27
Four of Swords, 26
Seven of Cups, 27
Ten of Swords, 27

“where” questions, 29, 66–68. See also 
Dynamic Elemental Spreads; 
one-card tarot readings

court card, 30
Eight of Swords, 29
Fool, The, 30
multiple-card readings, 30
prejudices and reading, 31

“which” questions, 32, 51, 66–68. See 
also Dynamic Elemental 
Spreads; one-card tarot 
readings

Ace of Wands, 33–34
answer making no sense, 33
Fool, The, 32–33
Hierophant, The, 34

inverted Page of Pentacles, 32
rephrasing questions, 34
Seven of Pentacles, 32

“who” question, 23, 66–68. See also 
Dynamic Elemental Spreads; 
one-card tarot readings

Eight of Pentacles, 23
Judgement card, 24
Page of Cups, 24
Queen of Wands, 24
rephrasing questions, 25
Six of Swords, 24

“why” questions, 28, 63–66. See also 
Dynamic Elemental Spreads; 
one-card tarot readings

Seven of Pentacles, 28–29
“Word of the Divine”, 122. See also 

intuition

yes/no questions, 38, 68–70. See also 
Dynamic Elemental Spreads; 
one-card tarot readings

using elements, 43–44 
Fool, The, 44
Four of Cups, 44
giving financial advice, 43
inverted Seven of Pentacles, 38
inverted Strength card, 39–40
Magician, The, 39
making decisions for others, 39–40
numerology, 41
odd and even numbers, 41
Page of Swords, 45
personal code of ethics, 41–43
Queen of Swords, 42
rephrasing questions, 40–41, 45
Three of Cups, 39
Two of Swords, 41

yogic breathing. See deep breathing
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children.
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